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Recommendation 1: 

Establish the goal of moving to the full use of mathematics SP"ciCI/i/ftS in grades 5 

through 8 within six years; 

MMSD will design professional development to help teai~!1ers 

content knowledge as well as how to best address thlljdi:l!eii,ity 

among the students in their classrooms. MMSD .Mlllev,e.' 

knowledge of how students learn math before; ,·u Ui+lI:", 
teachers to provide more focused and appropriate m'.ltMliW'u 

their mathematical 

matliSlJ)1atlc'11 thinking 

allow 

every Through 

this effort, the goal of middle school 

students with the knowledge, skills 

in MMSD is to prepare 

successful in high 

.T:rJ,p,]ievc" it is also 

sMJ)porting student learning 

JVH~+O.V will work towards 

exteri~i,ve ongoing professional development. 

and building positive 

developing this 

teachers E;lQ.uw>t, 
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Recommendation 2: 

Focus hiring of grade 5-8 mathematics teachers on candidates who are mathematics 

specialists or who commit to meeting the district's criteria for a mathematics specialist 

within three years; 

MMSD will work collaboratively with Middle School Principals, the UW and Human 

Resources to define district criteria for a mathematics specialist. Teaching and Learning 

will engage in ongoing discussions with Middle School PrincipalsC!£oncerning design of 

specialist implementation. New applicants to the district and ~~,rlt~fS to mathematics 

~eaching position.s will be assessed for ~athemati~s kno,,:,:\~~t,~~ dispos~ti~n describ~d 
m RecommendatiOn #1. The MathematICS Coordmator m,t,~ Bmla\llKAdmmlStrators wIll 

work collaboratively with Human Resources to imprQ.~1;,til~hiring"~l~~~res in place for 
"""t,,.. "", ;".-X"", 

middle school mathematics teachers and to ensl.%~~1hat our high qualityili~,tl:l teachers 
\~Yi{1s::~!:,~:. ' " .. , remain in math teaching positions. 

Recommendation 3: 

Make a much larger commitment to 

possible in recent years; 

In 2007 -2008, every 

resource teacher 

Division of 

teacher will work 

one .5 FTE instructional 

instruigtic)U in mathematics and literacy. In the 

wIIWlh.crease to at least 1.0 FTE 

9Jij:'.Qf':in:lthemati,cs and literacy. Teaching and 

""i~"E;"U in an intense collaborative effort to 

~w.",u"'*"I,;JJtle,:e teacher leaders . 

. additional FTE will be allocated to the Mathematics 

to address Recommendations #1-4. This resource 

,tl'l)'p.lv with the University of Wisconsin Mathematics and 

Mathematics to design a multi-year professional development plan to increase 

the pedagogical content knowledge required to be an effective middle school 

mathematics teacher. Through this collaborative effort, improvements will also be made 

to the UW pre-service mathematics courses that prepare our future K-8 teachers. 

In 2009-2010 and beyond, additional funding will be provided to support the middle 

school mathematics initiative. Significant funding is necessaIY to work with up to two 

cohorts of 25 teachers each year. This funding will provide extended employment pay 

( 



and substitutes for collaborative work-time focused on mathematics content for middle 

school mathematics teachers. 
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Recommendation 4: 

Extend the partnership with the University of Wisconsin and_' __ ",,,.g_' colleges and 

universities, especially with faculty in mathematics and 10 

provide coherent programs that lead to a mathematics spl~cJ.a7i.§ti.;ertijica,tioi~; 

MMSD and the University of Wisconsin have a ri·el .. ~ ..•• :h"'ist()rY of 

in recent years. System-wide Change for All a 

grant 

'ljjj;IiJnlhativ,es centered on Math stemmed from SCALE, most notable, 

and Science content-based pnJfessionalyt 

staff. Another example of collla\Jorati(JIi"1 

elementary school 

towards improving 

''''' Jew> included MMSD 

JVj'~athernatic§ ::<:dlucation Faculty. 

/:~~~~~;~~l~~:~:~~ .. ~[e" University of Wisconsin and other 
Im;tituti'D,!l,Am il1,;mo .• Ij: and innovative ways for mathematics 

fQi'8;:~:;i~F~i~~,J,~achdi professional development for in-

Allleari1iq~!,QPP'DrtUllitie:g~l 

and <';1 H.ltolli 

use re~;earctl-base,d 

classrooms. 
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Recommendation 5: 

Advocate to both the University of Wisconsin and the DP I for a new middle school-level 

mathematics certification. 

The University of Wisconsin and MMSD have been working collaboratively in recent 

years to make improvements to the mathematics courses provided for pre-service 

teachers. Through this work, a "half and half" minor (pairing mathematics with another 

content area) has been created to support deeper understanding fOL)niddle school 
""",," 

mathematics teachers while still retaining some flexibility in a~.~i~Hment that makes them 
-':1'1:-

marketable to middle schools across the state. UW and M::;t"~I!W1~~1l continue to work in 

this partnership and advocate to the Department of Public~rhstruCtltm,to improve current 

licensing structures. To date, MMSD has met with t~.~/()Wthree tihl~§:y;ith a fourth 

meeting scheduled in late March. The reading spe2i~list certification ~afr<;ntly in 

existence is a promising model that is being exfu£il1ed.···.·· 
. -':-c~:'J' 

"'<~'>: 
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Recommendation 6: 

Give seriiJus co.nside:ratio-n 

and to requiring a 

~"''''''' fex,tboo!f;lor each grade level or course 

Pf11.IP'''-P n,-fn .. ,. all high schools. 

'l!\~f'irlfoJrmatiIJmll sessions provided very 

. curricular resources. One common theme 

lUl;U'l8.\,1l.!JIl the words "single textbook". Most participants 

. adequate to meet the needs of a diverse group of 

learners. 

aligns with distiiq! 

have access to a consistent set of core resources that 

:t~rlfhrtU':, and supports differentiation. Community members also 

on enhancing teacher capacity. 

The District agrees that a "single textbook" will not adequately meet this goal. The goal 

in MMSD is for all students to have access to the engaging and rigorous mathematics 

through a common set of core resources aligned to MMSD Mathematics Standards for 

both content and process. Multi-year plans have been developed to address the curricular 

inconsistencies currently in place at MMSD elementary schools and high schools, 

through the efforts of collaborative teacher leadership teams throughout the District. 
( 



Both the Task Force and community members emphasized the importance of building 

teacher capacity regardless of which curricular resources are adopted. Therefore, MMSD 

will ensure that teachers have access to quality professional development that supports 

the effective use of core curricular resources in diverse classroom settings. The 

professional development will continue to further deepen the teachers' mathematical 

content knowledge and their ability to meet the needs of individual students. Professional 

development will stress instructional decision making based on continual assessment of 

students' conceptions and progress towards MMSD Mathematics ~tandiird:s. 
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Recommendation 7: 

In making improvements and investinf!.,ji~'~al~i:t; 
reduce the large achievement gaps am!On&,SUD,sl 

di.,tril,r'h()'llld consider how best to 

MMSD will adopt the 
of Supervisors of 
development, 

Pn,";'" LeadlqrshlP from the National Council 
vision to guide professional 

in'tr","t'ir leadership: 

!9.qR~f2inding our leadership responsibility to 
that exist in student learning and 

again, too many students-especially those who 
poor, disabled, members of minorities, or 

eX]Jec;tatlOlls by mathematics teachers and by programs 
to the best school curriculum. Students who do not have 

coherent curriculum that holds high expectations for each 
:!liaiifuited opportunities available to them later in school and in 
'TWimemaUlcs education have an obligation to provide students 

with a m<ttht~fuatJ,cs curriculum and learning experience that prepares them for 
their future, whatever that may be. As Kati Haycock (2001) indicates, "to 
increase the achievement level of minority and low-income students, we need 
[leaders] to focus on what really matters: high standards, a challenging 
curriculum, and good teachers." 

It is the responsibility of mathematics education leaders to ensure that 
underperforming student populations are identified and to provide teachers with 
the resources, structures, and accountability to address the identified gaps in 
student achievement and identified gaps in access to the curriculum. More 



specifically, it is imperative leaders help all teachers to collaboratively monitor 
progress of traditionally underrepresented populations and create strategic plans 
to raise the achievement of all students, especially those who are 
underperforming. Mathematics education leaders are responsible for leading 
teachers out of private practice into a collaborative working culture focused on 
making thoughtful and consistent decisions about curriculum, instruction, and 
assessment that will meet the unique needs of all students while at the same time 
helping students develop deep and connected mathematical understandings. 

Leaders need to eliminate practices that begin tracking stuqents in the primary 
grades or lock students into particular levels ofmathem"li~~l.study, thereby 
essentially precluding opportunities to learn the matl)!tm~tics necessary to open 
future opportunities for success. Effective leaderY!imr~As.~.barriers that limit 
student access to rigorous mathematics and at tM;~~me tiili~.~psure that every 
student is taught by highly qualified and weIL7ci'n(qrihed matheWiltics teachers . 

. ' •.....
..• t.~ •.• ,~,f4. ,~, ~ '.:;'·:~T2-, _ 

Attachment: 
;' ,>:;',,'t, 

NCSM Vision of Equity Leadership ••• ;;l;i~~~!f\@\.0~:l~ • 
·'!\·~~\~~t~,. 

"'1\f}O[' 

Recommendation 8: 

A value-added type of analysis of 

(WKCE) scores by district, school, and 

district reporting. v.Ul"'''-'''!0,eU 

10Yl'lettze ani1;;~.f1/J;\iepts Examination 
;;~';-;;1<' 

be ffitide a standard part of 

picture of district 

es],ec.ialIY in a district like the MMSD performance and 

with a diverse .<tw7p.if 

en<;dtltiM~~~d B~::iH.g;!ij.itia] experience of using value-added statistical 

as a complement to traditional status models 

. term "value-added" refers to the contributions 

studerit achievement. Value-added methods provide a way 

District is also exploring how the value-added 

."".llS'"'' the effects of specific program interventions and 
initiatives. The . district created assessments will provide additional data points 

for value-added ass:es1;m(mt and continuous improvement. 

At the elementary level, the District will work towards institutionalizing the assessments 

provided in the Learning Mathematics documents. Currently each student has a Primary 

Language Arts Assessment binder assigned to them which stays with them and tracks 

progress over the course of their elementary school experience. The District will create 

assessment binders that monitor student learning in both mathematics and literacy. 
( 



At the middle and high school levels, district leadership teams will continue to work 

collaboratively to define essential understandings in mathematics, using tools such as 

through Eclipse and middle school grading guides. Common assessments will then be 

developed that reflect best-practices in standards-based assessment. Through common 

assessments, teachers can work collaboratively to better assess their own practices for 

programmatic improvements. 

Recommendation 9: 

More time should be provided for teacher collaboration for teacJ;llis;/o learn from each 
.IV/i· "'\ 

other, analyze achievement data, meet needs of diverse lear'J;,~t~;>lan for instruction, and 
,,\·,';·"hf,:~'_t', 

insure both horizontal and vertical alignment of the curricU/urfl}i,;;', , 
.', .. 

Through the REaL grant, high schools are wOrkinf:l'c6H~borativelY to <lesign schedules to 

have embedded teacher collaboration time LV' ,~,""\!'J1 

Learning Coordinators are supporting grade 

distnct level wotb. 

we,tV";m" content-based cadres in 

through Instructional Resource 

are being supported 

elementary school 

level. All teacher leaders receive '~~;U"\h 

opportunities through support from Tel1ch\p.g aI\ii'Educ;ationlil Services. 

Recommendation 

Parents should 

to be able to 

in learning malth(~m.1 

Department will 

lea'ln'ab(mtdistrict mathematics instruction 

at home. 

L)'(:achinlg out to parents for both communication 

in helping their students with mathematics at 

websites, parent nights and other suggestions from our 

se~!~i(lns to better educate parents on how to assist their students 

Mathematics Division of the Teaching and Learning 

infonnation sessions to update the community and to gather 

input regarding continued progress towards implementing Task Force Recommendations. 

Particular attention will be directed towru:ds parents that have traditionally been 

disenfranchised from District opportunities. 

Attachment: 

January 6th and 7'h Community Infonnation Sessions Feedback 



Recommendation 11: 
Instruction at all grade levels should focus on the integration of conceptual and 

procedural knowledge; in particular, laying conceptual foundations for procedural and 

symbolic manipulation skills. 

The tenu "balanced mathematics" has become an integral part of elementary mathematics 

education in MMSD. One aspect of the balanced approach is represented in the four 

block approach to structuring mathematics lessons. The four blocks include Problem 

Solving, Number Work, Fluency and Maintenance and Inspectif\g'JEquations. Each of 
:0;'- -', 

these components support the development of both conceptu!;\ . d procedural 
",·tf<J" 

knowledge. >i',ll-' . 
;r.~1,.;1 ":lX'?·'" 

:0::",-,,_ "'z\ -'\::':',:h,;':-:", 

MMSD middle schools have been transitioning fr2,J!'{h'i'pr~vious edm8~':R!the 
Connected Math Project (CMP) to an update~\~'li~?n titled, •• 9onnected M~4l~~atics 
Project 2 (CMP2). The new edition includes a gd!~l~~emRlYasi~ on practice)jroblems 

similar to those in traditional middle and high schoorit~~tWooks. The new edition still 

remains focused on pro that prdth'9Jes deep conceptual 

understanding. \"\\;~!'i~~'i\kti 

Balanced mathematics at 

Throughout the high 

discussion. 

Although the 

J;;iF 

e'disCllss(~d and defined. 

leai:lership teams will engage in this 

number of students taking and passing Algebra is 

investigate causes 

~wnbl'r offailing grades is a serious concern. The district should 

problem and identify and implement research-based remedies. 

Once MMSD high school staffhave come to agreement on the core mathematics content 

that every student is expected to learn within a course, we can begin to develop strategies 

for assessing student learning more consistently across the district. Through collection 

of this data, the District can make informed decisions regarding programmatic 

improvements and development of intervention strategies. 

( 



Building on the extensive work already accomplished on interventions in the elementary 

grades, MMSD will work to identify intervention strategies for students in middle and 

high school mathematics. MMSD has been exploring models such as the Algebra 

Intensification Project and Academic Youth Development programs developed through 

the Charles A. Dana Center. These programs show promise in support of the goals of the 

REaL grant and would be an effort to keep all students "on-track" for post-secondary 

opportunities. These represent opportunities for intensifying the study of mathematics for 

students that are struggling, instead of providing remediation and having students fall 

behind in their coursework''':ii;iff;:~~:it\,:" 
Attachments: P!;>' "";::';'"'''' 

Academic Youth Development(A YD) proposal andclY§8;i~tion !y!!: 

Algebra Intensification description 

Recommendation 13: 

The district should pursue a chanen~~i! and focilse.d K-12 mathematics 
";"""),;",,,.![,-

progressively increasing 

in traditional Algebra 

MMSD has dev'elo'Ded 

"" •. \: 

Geomlltlearlyenough, and with 
o 

"Integrated Math I and II or 

mQ:ster:~' . by the end of grade 9. 

I'~l .. standclfds fof:elt!:mentary and middle school 

nitlig111ll'ynf with Wisconsin Model Academic 

Te"chers' of Mathematics Principles and Standards. 

i)\$;wc,ont1l11UOlIS development of Algebra and 

sttld~ll1s and prepare them for a rigorous Algebra course. 

all students for the study of Algebra, 

When students : Algebra is still in question, The National Council of Teachers 

of Mathematics rec:eptly published a position paper on this topic that explicitly states: 

Only when students exhibit demonstrable success with prerequisite skills-not at 
a prescribed grade level-should they focus explicitly and extensively on algebra, 
whether in a course titled Algebra 1 or within an integrated mathematics 
curriculum. Exposing students to such coursework before they are ready often 
leads to frustration, failure, and negative attitudes toward mathematics and 
learning. 



In light of this position paper and current events in California regarding Algebra for all 

students in the gth grade, MMSD should continue to monitor the current research 

regarding this decision. In the meantime, the District should continue to hold high 

standards for all students in developing a deep understanding of Algebra and Geometry in 

grade K-g and access to Algebra in gth grade will continue to be based upon a 

collaborative process between teachers, students and parents. 

Attachments: 
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